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8.0 Stormwater Management 

8.1 Introduction 

In addition to the factors that must be considered and evaluated in the design of any drainage 
system, drainage systems in coastal areas must account for the unique characteristics of coastal 
flooding, including the impacts of tides, sea level rise and rainfall due to climate change, low 
ground elevations, and high groundwater tables. 
 
Low elevations make many areas of the City vulnerable to flooding.  High tidal elevations can 
further decrease the elevational difference available for effective drainage and in some cases can 
make gravity drainage completely ineffective.  High groundwater tables, often located just below 
the land surface, can result in the rapid saturation of soils during rainfall events leading to 
increased runoff.  High groundwater tables can also affect normal water surface elevations, 
storage volumes in water bodies, and drainage. 
 
This Chapter of the Public Works Design Standards identifies the specific minimum design 
standards that must be met by all proposed drainage systems within the City of Virginia Beach.  
However, conformance to these standards does not relieve the licensed design professional or 
the firm for which the licensed design professional is performing the design, from performing all 
work in accordance with all applicable professional standards. The design professional must also 
ensure the design is consistent with sound engineering practice and principles and in accordance 
and compliance with all applicable codes, laws, and regulations.  The licensed design 
professional and the firm for which the licensed design professional is performing the work are 
responsible for the design and for assuring that the design meets all applicable requirements and, 
for the required design storm/tide frequency pairs and the check storm, results in no flooding on-
site and no increase in flooding upstream and downstream of the site. 
 
At a minimum, the design of drainage systems will: 
 
1. Be based on the standards stated and referenced herein. 

 
2. Calculate the Hydraulic Grade Line (HGL) for all components of all conveyance and 

routed systems, utilizing the appropriate beginning tailwater elevation (tidal water body, 
impoundment, or other major water body) in accordance with Section 8.3.D Hydraulic 
Grade Line and Tailwater Criteria and demonstrating the adequacy of the designed 
drainage system.  (The determination of the HGL is considered a basic engineering 
practice in drainage system design.  It is a necessary and standard practice used to 
check the hydraulic adequacy of the drainage system from the site to the point of 
adequacy and to the upstream ends of all systems draining to the site.) 

 
3. Account for the effects of the seasonally high groundwater elevations on the performance 

of the drainage system. 
 
4. Provide for the conveyance of upstream and other offsite areas without causing flooding 

of upstream areas. 
 
5. Demonstrate the adequacy and capabilities of the system, especially the system’s ability 

to not cause flooding downstream (This is a basic hydraulic requirement of all drainage 
designs, apart and distinct from any federal, state, or local regulatory requirement 
pertaining to downstream drainage systems.) 

 
6. Result in no flooding of those areas served by the designed drainage system. 
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7. Determine the HGL, groundwater hydrology, flood history and potential, drainage 
patterns, and water quality treatment measures associated with the pre-development 
drainage systems; compare the proposed (post-developed) drainage systems against the 
pre-developed systems; and mitigate proposed conditions to the extent that they are 
equal to or better than pre-developed conditions (i.e. less erosion, less flooding, minimal 
change to groundwater hydrology, and compliant water quality treatment). 

 
The above and other drainage system design requirements are more fully covered throughout 
Chapter 8 and in the referenced documents. 
 
All proposed drainage systems within the City of Virginia Beach shall be designed and 
constructed in accordance with this Chapter, the criteria and provisions contained in the below 
listed references.  Drainage systems for site and subdivision developments shall also be 
designed in accordance with Planning Department guidance.  

 
Virginia Department of Transportation Drainage Manual (VDOT DM) Chapters 3 through 
9 and 12, inclusive of appendices and computation forms 

 
Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook (VESCH)  
 
Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse, website 
( https://www.swbmp.vwrrc.vt.edu ) 
 
Virginia Stormwater Management Handbook (VSMH), website 
(https://deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement/publications.aspx) 
 

The designer shall become intimately familiar with these references and the documents they 
reference.  Consider the latest amendments and updates to the above listed references to be 
incorporated into these Design Standards. 
 
All drainage systems within the City of Virginia Beach shall also be designed in accordance with 
all applicable city, state, and federal codes, laws, ordinances, and regulations, including the City 
of Virginia Beach Stormwater Management Ordinance (SWMO).  The City is directly regulated by 
numerous federal and state stormwater management (SWM) and surface water quality 
regulations.  In order to meet these regulations, it is imperative that all documentation of required 
SWM measures is provided with projects and that the projects meet or exceed requirements to 
the fullest extent. 
 
Stormwater quantity and quality control measures shall be provided within the project limits or on 
land specifically acquired, usually in conjunction with the project, for SWM purposes in 
accordance with the SWMO and other applicable requirements of the City Code, state laws and 
regulations, or federal code, laws, and regulations.  The use of off-site stormwater management 
facilities (SWMFs/BMPs) shall be limited to off-site compliance options contained within the 
SWMO. 
 
The use of water bodies not specifically designed and constructed as SWMFs/BMPs must be 
avoided.  In all cases where offsite compliance options are being considered, the designer must 
provide the legal proof the project is allowed to use the offsite facility for SWM control as well as 
documentation demonstrating the adequacy of the SWMF/BMP for stormwater quality control. 
Development must also ensure adequate downstream capacity and provide easements to the 
extent required. 
 
Prior to beginning a project and throughout design development, designers are encouraged to 
meet with the City to discuss advanced design coordination. This coordination is especially 
important when complex drainage systems and tailwater conditions are involved.   
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1. For capital improvement or other City projects, the Public Works Stormwater Engineering 
Center is available for consultation, or 
 

2. For private development projects, the designer is encouraged to meet with 
Planning/Development Services Center (Planning/DSC). 

 
Updates to the City Stormwater Management Master Plan (SWMM files and reports) and the 
Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Study (Sea Level Wise Study) are under 
development.  These plans and reports, and other studies are available from the Public Works 
Stormwater Engineering Center.  Private developers and their designers should request these 
documents and files through Planning/DSC. 
 
For the development of any proposed site improvement or subdivision, all required on-site and 
off-site drainage shall be designed and constructed in its entirety by the developer (public or 
private) with appropriate consideration of upstream and downstream drainage and properties.  
 
Storm sewer systems, drainage inlets, ditches, channels, culverts, and waterway crossings shall 
be hydraulically designed in accordance with Chapters 3 through 9 and 12 of the VDOT DM, 
except as amended in these Design Standards.  VDOT DM forms are required with all design 
submittals.  Positive drainage, above and below ground, shall be provided for all projects. 
 
SWM Design will be required to be performed using the Stormwater Management Models 
(SWMM) created with the City Stormwater Management Master Plan with the following (2) 
exceptions: 

1 Any project with land disturbance less than 20,000 square feet; or, 

2 Any project which the post-developed impervious area is at least 10% less than the 
existing impervious area. 

Both exceptions will be required to perform their SWM design using computer modeling that uses 
a 24-hour storm event, the increased precipitation values within this Chapter and tailwater at their 
connection point, provided from the Master Drainage Models. 

8.2  Definitions 

The definitions provided herein establish the nomenclature utilized in this section.  
 

1. Check Storm – The check storm shall be defined as the 100-year design storm event. 
 

2. Culvert (References: VDOT DM, VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications, and VSMH, 
modified for clarification.)- A short closed conduit (box culvert, pipe, or other 
manufactured culvert), not classified as a bridge, which provides an opening through an 
area filled with soil for highway, roadway, or site development.  Also, one or more cross 
drainpipes connected by one or more drainage structures (inlets, junction boxes, or 
manholes) hydraulically designed to function as a culvert that is not connected to a storm 
sewer system. 

 
3. Depression Storage- The amount of rain that is retained on the surface in micro-

depressions, ditches, and other terrain irregularities where water is allowed to collect and 
pond. 

 
4. Drainage Area- A land area, water area, or both from which all runoff flows to a 

downstream point (proposed project or site entry point, project or site outfall, drainage 
structure, junction, node, upstream end of a culvert or storm drain, upstream face of a 
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waterway crossing, channel, ditch, swale, spillway, weir, point of adequacy, or point of 
analysis), as required. 

 
5. Drainage System- Includes all those components, manmade and natural, that convey 

and/or store stormwater runoff or other surface flows. 
 
6. Energy Grade Line (EGL)- The line that represents the total energy of flow at a given 

location.  It is the sum of the elevation head (z), pressure head (p/ρg), and velocity head 
(v2/2g). 

 
7. Flooding- A general or temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally 

dry land areas from: 
 

a. The overflow of inland or tidal waters, or 
 

b. The unusual and rapid accumulation runoff of surface waters from any source, or 
 

c. Mudflows, which are akin to a river of liquid and flowing mud on the surfaces of 
normally dry land areas, as when earth is carried by a current of water and 
deposited along a path of the current, 

 
d. The collapse or subsidence of land along the shore of a lake or other body of 

water as a result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water 
exceeding anticipated cyclical levels or suddenly caused by an unusually high 
water level in a natural body of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an 
unanticipated force of nature such as a flash flood an abnormal tidal surge, some 
similarly unusual and unforeseeable event that results in flooding as defined 
above. 

 
8. Hydraulic Grade Line (HGL)- A line coinciding with the level of flowing water in an open 

channel.  In a closed conduit flowing under pressure, the HGL is the level to which water 
would rise in a vertical tube at any point along the pipe.  It is equal to the energy grade 
line elevation minus the velocity head (V2/2g). 

 
9. Impoundment (Reference: VSMH)- A collection or storage of water, such as a pond, 

reservoir, pit, dugout, sump etc. 
 
10. Lake (Reference: VSMH)- A water-filled basin with a restricted outlet or no outlet; 

includes reservoirs and tidal ponds. 
 
11. Localized Flooding- Smaller scale flooding that may occur outside of a stormwater 

conveyance system. This may include high water, ponding, or standing water from 
stormwater runoff, which is likely to cause property damage or unsafe conditions. 

 
12. Major Water Body- A public bay, creek, lake, stream, river, ocean, or other large body of 

water that receives stormwater runoff and has a base flood elevation determined by the 
current Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)  Flood Insurance Study (FIS), 
the City Stormwater Master Plan, or other study available from the Public Works 
Stormwater Engineering Center.  For tailwater computations the major (receiving) water 
bodies in the City of Virginia Beach are listed in Table J-12 in Appendix J.  When the 
project does not discharge directly into one of the water bodies listed above and the 
drainage system is tidally influenced, the designer shall determine the hydraulic grade 
line (HGL) and/or water surface profile (WSP) between the project discharge point and 
the mapped edge of the water body listed to provide an accurate tailwater control for 
design purposes. 
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13. Point of Adequacy (Reference: VDOT DM, see “adequate channel”)- A point in the 
downstream receiving stormwater conveyance system where it has adequate capacity to 
convey the design storm discharge under proposed (post-development) conditions to a 
major water body. 

 
14. Private Stormwater Drainage- Surface flow, channelized flow through collection methods 

such as pipes and ditches, storage, treatment and discharge of rainfall generated 
exclusively on private property and not defined as public stormwater drainage. 

 
15. Public Stormwater Drainage- The collection, conveyance, storage, and/ or treatment and 

discharge of stormwater runoff draining the public right-of-ways, public drainage 
easements, and City owned property. 

 
16. Stormwater Conveyance System (Reference: SWMO)-  A combination of drainage 

components that are used to convey stormwater discharge, either within or downstream 
of the land-disturbing activity. This includes: 

 
a. “Manmade stormwater conveyance system” means a pipe, ditch, vegetated 

swale, or other stormwater conveyance system constructed by man except for 
restored stormwater conveyance systems, 

 
b. “Natural stormwater conveyance system” means the main channel of a natural 

stream and the flood-prone area adjacent to the main channel, or 
 
c. “Restored stormwater conveyance system” means a stormwater conveyance 

system that has been designed and constructed using natural channel design 
concepts. Restored stormwater conveyance systems include the main channel 
and the flood-prone area adjacent to the main channel. 

17. Storm Sewer System (Reference: VDOT DM)- A drainage system (pre-developed and/or 
proposed) consisting of a series of at least two interconnecting pipes and two structures 
(drop inlets, manholes, junction boxes, etc.), initially designed to intercept and convey 
stormwater runoff from a specific storm event without surcharge.  A storm sewer system 
is one of several different types of manmade conveyance systems and is used 
interchangeably with the term “storm drain.” 

 
18. Stormwater Management Facility (Reference: SWMO)- A control measure that controls 

stormwater runoff and changes the characteristics of the runoff including, but not limited 
to, the quantity and quality, the period of release or the velocity of flow.   Hereafter this 
will be referred to as SWMF/BMP.  (This term includes stormwater management facilities, 
post-construction best management practices, stormwater treatment measures, and 
stormwater control measures.  SWMFs/BMPs include, but are not limited to, grass 
channels, swales, rainwater harvesting systems, permeable pavement, infiltration 
systems, bioretention systems, filtering practices, constructed wetlands, wet ponds, 
detention ponds, and manufactured storage and/or treatment devices.) 
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8.3  Design Requirements Applicable To All Drainage System Components 

The process for a typical project drainage design is shown below: 
 

Figure VIII-1  Typical Process for Drainage Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Positive surface drainage and positive stormwater conveyance systems shall be provided for all 
projects.  See Section 3.7 Streets and Alleys and Chapters 7 and 9 of the VDOT DM for minimum 
longitudinal slope requirements. 
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A. Design Storms – Minimum Frequency Criteria 

The following design storms are required (based on drainage area contributing to each 
project site outfall): 

 

Drainage Area 
(Acres) 

Design Storm 
Frequency 

< 300 10-year 
300 – 500 25-year 

≥ 500 50-year 
 

For each drainage area (contributing to a project or site outfall) less than 300 acres use a 
10-year design storm event for capacity design; for a drainage area (contributing to a 
project or site outfall) equal to or greater than 300 acres but less than 500 acres use a 
25-year design storm event; for a drainage area (contributing to a project or site outfall) 
equal to or greater than 500 acres use a 50-year design storm event.  (Note:  This 
requirement is more stringent than the VSMP Regulation and was applicable prior to 
January 1, 2013.)  
 
See Chapter 6 of the VDOT DM for explanations of design storms and return periods.  
 
Critical infrastructure projects shall be designed using a 100-year design storm (Consult 
with the City Department of Emergency Management to determine if the project contains 
critical infrastructure).  All project designs shall be checked for flood impacts from a 100-
year design storm (See Section 8.3.D.5 Check storm requirements for all projects).  A 
flow chart for design storm frequency selection is shown on the next page. 
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Figure VIII-2  Design Storm Frequency Selection 

 
If lower frequency design storm criteria is stated in the referenced documents (VDOT 
DM, Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, Virginia Stormwater BMP 
Clearinghouse, or Virginia Stormwater Management Handbook) for drainage system 
components (channels, culverts, storm sewer systems, and SWMFs/BMPs), these 
Design Standards shall govern; however, the lower frequency design storm criteria cited 
in the reference documents shall also be analyzed and used for design.  Applicable laws, 
ordinances, and regulations may require analyses using additional design storm 
frequencies, such as a 1-year, 2-year, or 25-year design storm for channel protection or 
erosion control.   
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B. Design Storm Depth-Duration and Rainfall Distribution Criteria 

Design storm rainfall depths are generally taken from NOAA Atlas 14 precipitation 
frequency data.  However, precipitation frequency studies undertaken by the City indicate 
that actual rainfall frequency depths in Virginia Beach are approximately 10% greater 
than those specified in NOAA Atlas 14.  In order to address the need for more accurate 
design rainfall data and to consider projected increases in rainfall frequency depths over 
the next 30 years, rainfall depth-duration values were increased by 20% over NOAA Atlas 
14 values.  These updated design rainfall depths are presented in Table VIII-1.  Refer to 
the City of Virginia Beach study titled “Analysis of Historical and Future Heavy 
Precipitation,” dated July 24, 2017 (CIP 7-030, PWCN-15-0014, Work Order 9A) for 
additional information. 

 

Table VIII-1 
Design Rainfall Depths for City of Virginia Beach (Inches) 

Design Storm 
Frequency 

NOAA Atlas 14 Rainfall 
(24-Hour Duration) 

Design Rainfall  
(NOAA Atlas 14 + 20%) 

1-YR 3.00 3.60 

2-YR 3.65 4.38 

10-YR 5.64 6.77 

25-YR 6.99 8.39 

50-YR 8.16 9.79 

100-YR 9.45 11.34 
 

Note:  NOAA Atlas 14 precipitation depths do not vary significantly across the 
City (generally < 0.1” difference).  The NOAA 14 rainfall values shown above 
are based on latitude 36.8201 degrees, longitude – 76.0756 degrees but 
shall be used for the entire City. 

 
 

The design storm depth, duration, and rainfall distribution criteria (1-year through 100-
year design storm frequency) are dependent upon the analysis and design methodology 
to be used (See Section 8.4.C Methodologies for Stormwater Conveyance System 
Design and Section 8.5.B Methodologies for Design of SWMFs/BMPs).  PC-SWMM® 
files containing approved rainfall distribution data are available from the Public Works 
Stormwater Engineering Center. 

 
C. Sea Level Rise/ Recurrent Flooding Analyses 

The City of Virginia Beach is currently developing a comprehensive plan in anticipation of 
sea level rise (SLR) of 1.5 to 3.0 feet over the next 50 years (The Sea Level Rise Study).  
These values are consistent with the analysis and recommendations described in the 
report submitted to the Virginia General Assembly by the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science in January 2013 entitled “Recurrent Flooding Study for Tidewater Virginia.”  As 
described in that report, recurrent flooding in the Tidewater region continues to increase 
in both frequency and severity and is partially attributable to documented SLR of more 
than one (1) foot over the past 80 years.  Sea level rise is currently projected to continue 
at a similar or increasing rate over the coming decades. 
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As sea levels rise, tidal receiving water bodies throughout the City experience associated 
increases in water levels.  This is particularly significant for the design of storm drainage 
systems which discharge to tidal waters.  The adequacy of tailwater computations 
required for the design of these systems is dependent on accurate tidal information 
throughout the life cycle of the infrastructure.  The process for incorporating tailwater 
criteria into storm drainage system design is described in detail in Section 8.3.D 
Hydraulic Grade Line and Tailwater Criteria.   

 
Base tidal elevations are generally taken from the FEMA Flood Insurance Study (FIS) for 
Virginia Beach and from studies undertaken by the City to assess tidal elevation 
frequencies particular to the City’s southern receiving water bodies.   

1. For development of Non-Critical Infrastructure within the City of Virginia Beach, 
design tidal elevations in the City shall be increased by 1.5 feet over the 
respective base (existing condition) values in order to address the impacts of 
minimum projected sea level rise on tidal tailwater levels.  

2. For development of Critical Infrastructure within the City of Virginia Beach, design 
tidal elevations in the City shall be increased by 3.0 feet over the respective base 
(existing condition) values in order to address the impacts of maximum projected 
sea level rise on tidal tailwater levels. 

 
3. Consult with the City Department of Emergency Management to determine if the 

project contains critical infrastructure. 
 

Refer to Table J-12 Design Tidal Elevations for Virginia Beach in Appendix J for design 
tidal elevations described in this section. 

 
D. Hydraulic Grade Line and Tailwater Criteria 

The Hydraulic Grade Line (HGL) must be calculated for all components of the proposed 
(post-development) conveyance and routed system, including any existing drainage 
system elements that contribute to or receive drainage from the proposed (post-
development) conveyance and routed systems.  The determination of the HGL is a 
standard engineering practice and is a requirement to check the adequacy of the 
drainage system. It is apart and distinct from any requirement of the VSMP Regulation or 
any other federal, state, or local regulatory requirement.  The calculation of the HGL is 
necessary to determine: 
 
1. The elevations along the system to which the water surface will rise when the 

system is operating under design conditions, and 
 

2. Whether those water surface elevations are acceptable per these Design 
Standards.   

 
For storm sewer system design, the HGL aids the designer in determining the 
acceptability of the proposed system by establishing elevations to which water will rise in 
the drainage structures (inlets, manholes, etc.) when the system is operating under the 
required design storm frequency and tailwater elevation (See Chapter 9 of the VDOT 
DM).  The step-backwater method (HEC-RAS or WSPRO) is used to compute the HGL 
(called “water surface profile” in the VDOT DM) in a waterway reach. This calculation is 
used to evaluate the unrestricted water surface elevations for bridge hydraulic design or 
to analyze and design channels with gradually varied flow (See Chapters 7 and 12 of the 
VDOT DM). 
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The HGL calculations shall begin at the point of adequacy in the downstream receiving 
stormwater conveyance or at the receiving water body, whichever is necessary to 
establish an accurate tailwater elevation (beginning water surface level) for the HGL 
calculations.  The point of adequacy shall be as determined using these Design 
Standards. 

The water surface of receiving waters (i.e. tailwater) affects the hydraulic conveyance of 
storm drainage systems.  Stacked tides in the City’s northern waters or wind-driven tides 
in the southern waters often last many days during major storm events.  Stacked tides 
occur in the Elizabeth or Lynnhaven River when steady winds from the north obstruct the 
flow of water out of those river basins.  Similarly, impoundments hold stormwater for 
many days after a major storm event.  Tributaries to tidal waters and impoundments also 
have higher than normal water surface levels during, and many days following, major 
storm events.   

A tailwater or starting water surface elevation is required for HGL analysis and design of 
drainage systems, open channels, culverts, impoundments, lakes, and SWMFs/BMPs.   
To address the combination of rain and receiving water surface elevation, each project 
shall be designed and analyzed using the following criteria: 

1. Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to Tidally Influenced Waters 

a. When the project point of discharge drains directly into one of the water 
bodies listed in Table J-12 Design Tidal Elevations for Virginia Beach in 
Appendix J, the licensed design professional shall design and analyze 
the drainage system, starting at the mapped or surveyed edge of the 
water body, using tailwater design criteria with corresponding design 
storm/tide joint probability pairs, or 0.8 times the system discharge pipe 
diameter (or height for non-circular conduits) plus the invert elevation of 
the system discharge pipe, whichever elevation is higher.  

b. The required design storm frequency for a project shall be determined 
from Table VIII-2 Design Storm Frequency for Determining Controlling 
Tailwater Elevation. The corresponding design storm/tide joint probability 
pairs are provided in Table VIII-3 Design Storm/Tide Joint Probability 
Pairs for Determining Controlling Tailwater Elevation.  The licensed 
design professional shall analyze both joint probability pairs for the 
required design storm frequency to determine which pair produces the 
more critical (higher) HGL within the storm conveyance system. 

c. The more critical (higher) tailwater elevation resulting from the above-
design storm/tide frequency pair analysis shall be compared to the 
elevation determined by multiplying 0.8 times the system discharge pipe 
diameter plus the invert elevation of the system discharge pipe.  The 
higher of the two elevations (invert elevation plus 0.8D or Table VIII-2) 
shall be selected as the controlling tailwater for the drainage system. 
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Table VIII-2 
Design Storm Frequency for Determining Controlling 

Tailwater Elevation 

Contributing Drainage Area or Description Design Storm 
Frequency 

< 300 Acres 10-year 
≥ 300 Acres and < 500 Acres 25-year 

≥ 500 Acres 50-year 

Critical Infrastructure Projects* 100-year 
 
* Emergency Management Centers, Evacuation Routes, Hospitals, Fire and 
Rescue Stations, Police Stations, Shelters, Principal Highways and Major 
Roadways, Public Works, Public Utilities, Emergency Operations Centers, 
Etc..  Consult with the City Department of Emergency Management to 
determine if the project contains critical infrastructure. 
 

 
 

Table VIII-3 
Design Storm/Tide Joint Probability Pairs for  
Determining Controlling Tailwater Elevation 

10-YR Design 25-YR Design 50-YR Design 100-YR Design 

Tide Rain Tide Rain Tide Rain Tide Rain 

10-YR 1-YR 25-YR 1-YR 50-YR 1-YR 100-YR 1-YR 

1-YR 10-YR 2-YR 25-YR 2-YR 50-YR 3-YR 100-YR 
 
Note:  Refer to Table J-12 Design Tidal Elevations for Virginia Beach in 
Appendix J for corresponding tide elevations. 
 
Note:  Joint probability pairs represent the highest-frequency tide with the 
lowest-frequency rainfall and the highest-frequency rainfall with the lowest-
frequency tide for each design frequency, as informed by joint probability 
studies undertaken by the City.  Please refer to the City of Virginia Beach 
study titled “Joint Occurrence and Probabilities of Tides and Rainfall,” dated 
October 2017 (CIP 7-030, PWCN-15-0014, Work Orders 2 and 5A) for 
additional information (This study is available from the Stormwater Engineering 
Center). 
 

d. When the project discharge point is not directly adjacent to a major water 
body, as defined herein, the designer shall determine the HGL between 
the project discharge point and the major water body to provide an 
accurate tailwater control for design purposes.  The HGL analysis shall 
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start at the mapped or surveyed edge of the major water body.  If the 
HGL is determined using the Environmental Protection Agency 
Stormwater Management Model (EPA SWMM) or City-accepted value 
enhanced versions of SWMM, static tides, not diurnal tides, shall be 
used in the analyses.  In no case can starting tailwater elevations be 
lower than the associated tidal elevation listed in Table J-12 in 
Appendix J. City Stormwater Master Plans and City SWMM files may be 
used for analysis, if available. 

2. Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to Impoundments, Lakes, SWMFs/BMPs 
(with no tidal influence), or Non-Tidal Waterways  

a. For drainage systems designed using the Rational Method which 
discharge into existing impoundments, lakes, SWMFs/BMPs, and non-
tidal waterways, the designer shall use the higher value of: 

i. 0.8 times the pipe diameter plus the invert of the system 
discharge pipe, or 

ii. The design year (10, 25, 50, or 100 based on contributing 
drainage area to each project or site outfall or critical 
infrastructure as per Table VIII-2 Design Storm Frequency for 
Determining Controlling Tailwater Elevation) peak water surface 
elevation (WSE) in the receiving water body or waterway at the 
pipe discharge location. (Use a 10-year controlling WSE if the 
design storm frequency is 10-year; use a 25-year controlling 
WSE if the design storm frequency is 25-year;  use a 50-year 
controlling WSE if the design storm frequency is 50-year; and 
use a 100-year controlling WSE if the design storm frequency is 
100-year.) 

b. For drainage systems designed using EPA SWMM or City-accepted 
value enhanced versions of SWMM the design year peak water surface 
elevation at each node in the system shall be determined using dynamic 
routing (by modeling) of all contributing storm hydrographs through the 
storm drainage systems and receiving impoundments, lakes, 
SWMFs/BMPs, or waterways to the downstream point of adequacy (See 
Sections 8.4 and 8.5 for additional SWMM analysis and design 
requirements). City Stormwater Master Plans and SWMM files may be 
used for analysis, if available. 

3. Tailwater Criteria for SWMFs/BMPs in Series:  These criteria also apply to 
SWMFs/BMPs that are in series, where one SWMF/BMP discharges into another 
SWMF/BMP, impoundment, or lake, which are in turn tributary to a tidal or non-
tidal water body or waterway.  All components of the drainage system must be 
analyzed to the point of adequacy.   

4. Tailwater Criteria for Storm Sewer Systems Analyzed or Designed Using the 
Rational Method Draining to Proposed Stormwater Retention Facilities Designed 
Using the Modified Rational or Course ‘C’ Method (Drainage Area (Contributing 
to Each Site Outfall) Equal To or Less Than Two (2) Acres): 

Set the starting tailwater elevation at SWMFs/BMPs the higher value of: 
 

a. 0.8 times the pipe diameter plus the invert of the system discharge pipe, 
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or 
 

b. The water surface elevation at the peak rise of the stormwater retention 
facility (SWMF/BMP) design storm routing. 

 
Tailwater elevation data may be available from the Stormwater Engineering 
Center. 

 
5. Check storm requirements for all projects 

a. All drainage system designs including SWMFs/BMPs and conveyance 
systems shall be checked using the check storm HGL analysis 
(incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D.1 Tailwater 
Criteria for Projects Draining to Tidally Influenced Waters or Section 
8.3.D.2  Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to Impoundments, Lakes, 
SWMFs/BMPs (with no tidal influence), or Non-Tidal Waterways) for 
flooding of buildings and streets:  
 

i. Within the project limits,  

ii. Upstream or up-pipe to the upper limits of each watershed that 
drains to the project, and  

iii. Downstream or down-pipe of the project limits to the downstream 
point of adequacy. 

In cases where off-site structure and street flooding are determined to 
occur under pre-developed (existing) 100-year design storm drainage 
conditions, the HGL shall not increase over the pre-developed condition. 

 
b. The use of SWMM dual links is encouraged and will provide more 

realistic model results. If building flooding occurs or streets are not 
passable (100-year HGL elevation is above crown of roadway or top of 
curb), then the project (including grading, street profiles, conveyance 
systems, and SWMFs/BMPs) shall be redesigned to meet this 
requirement.  Additionally, the Floodplain Ordinance applies. 
 

c. The lowest floor (as defined in the current Floodplain Ordinance) of a 
newly constructed building or manufactured home shall be set to the 
higher of the following: 
 
i. The minimum distance above the base flood elevation 

established in the City’s Floodplain Ordinance or, 

ii. The same distance above the highest 100-year design storm 
HGL elevation within the drainage sub-catchment of the building 
(incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D.1 
Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to Tidally Influenced 
Waters or Section 8.3.D.2 Tailwater Criteria for Projects 
Draining to Impoundments, Lakes, SWMFs/BMPs (with no tidal 
influence), or Non-Tidal Waterways). 

Sound engineering judgment and practices shall be used when developing the 
downstream tailwater elevations. The designer shall always take into consideration the 
potential for datum differences and make the correct adjustments. 
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The Designer is advised to meet with Planning/ Development Services Center Staff 
for private development projects or Public Works Stormwater Engineering Center 
for City projects to discuss the design approach for projects having complex 
tailwater conditions. 

  
E. Compensation for Seasonal High Groundwater 

All developments and projects shall include a seasonal high baseflow in all channel, lake, 
wetland, pond and other waterway and waterbody design calculations and routings.  The 
designer shall include the minimum allowable baseflow rate using the seasonal high 
baseflow shown in Table VIII-4 for each drainage area. The seasonal high baseflow shall 
be added to the most upstream node, waterway, or water body in the drainage area or 
areas in which the development or project is situated.  For example, if the drainage area 
to one outfall in a development is 60 acres, the seasonal high baseflow to be added to 
the most upstream node in the drainage area equals 0.5 c.f.s., because the on-site 
drainage area to each site outfall is between 50 and 100 acres. 
 
If the seasonal high groundwater table does not influence the development or project 
drainage, then the designer shall submit hydro-geotechnical or soil science data and 
reports that substantiate that claim. 

 

Table VIII-4 
Groundwater Baseflows According To Drainage Area 

Drainage Area within 
Development or Project to 

Each Outfall (Acres)* Seasonal High Baseflow (c.f.s.) 

<50 0.2 

≥ 50 and  < 100 0.5 

≥ 100 and  < 250 1.2 

≥ 250 and  < 500 2.3 

≥ 500 and  < 1000 4.7 

≥ 1000 Consult with Public Works 
Stormwater Engineering Center 

*  Exclude drainage areas upstream of the project. 
  

F. Upstream and Downstream Drainage 

This section provides guidelines for consideration of upstream and downstream 
stormwater runoff and downstream improvements and easements associated with all 
development and redevelopment in the City of Virginia Beach. 
 
Drainage systems shall be of adequate design for the type of proposed improvements 
and must sufficiently handle the existing and projected contributing upstream stormwater 
runoff. There must be no detrimental impacts, such as on-site flooding of buildings and 
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streets and an increase in the frequency or level of off-site flooding of upstream or 
downstream properties, public right-of-ways, or drainage systems.   
 
The designer shall accurately demonstrate with calculations and documentation that the 
project will create drainage, erosion, flooding, groundwater, or water quality conditions 
that are equal to or better than the pre-developed condition (less erosion, less flooding, 
minimal change to the groundwater hydrology, no decrease in baseflow rate or seasonal 
high groundwater table, and  compliant water quality treatment).  The site and upstream 
and downstream channels, culverts, storm sewers, and SWMFs/BMPs shall be analyzed 
for the pre-development and post-development condition and designed in accordance 
with these Design Standards and the documents referenced in Section 8.1.  Pre-
developed and proposed (post-developed) discharge rates, velocities, volume, and 
location and timing of hydrographic peaks shall be determined for all required design 
frequencies (Minimally 2-, 10-, and 100-year, see Section 8.3.A Design Storms –
Minimum Frequency Criteria). 

For example, a pre-developed farm may have ditches, depressions in fields, and ponds 
that store stormwater.  The depressions in fields can act as large shallow ponds and can 
significantly attenuate the pre-developed runoff rate.  If these pre-developed features are 
ignored in the design of a development project on the site, downstream erosion and 
flooding beyond what the designer anticipated may occur. 

All drainage system designs including SWMFs/BMPs and conveyance systems shall be 
checked using HGL analysis for flooding of buildings and streets within the project limits, 
upstream or up-pipe to the upper limits of each drainage area that drains to the project, 
and downstream or down-pipe of the project limits to the point of adequacy.  This 
analysis must use the 100-year design storm to the downstream point of adequacy, 
incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D Hydraulic Grade Line and 
Tailwater Criteria.  The modeling of flow down streets using dual links is recommended.  
The lowest floor (as defined in the current Floodplain Ordinance) of a newly constructed 
building or manufactured home shall be set the minimum distance above the base flood 
elevation established in the City’s Floodplain Ordinance or the same distance above the 
highest 100-year design storm HGL elevation within the drainage sub-catchment of the 
building (incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D.1 Tailwater Criteria for 
Projects Draining to Tidally Influenced Waters or Section 8.3.D.2 Tailwater Criteria for 
Projects Draining to Impoundments, Lakes, SWMFs/BMPs (with no tidal influence), or 
Non-Tidal Waterways), whichever elevation is higher.  
 
Adequacy of the downstream system must be demonstrated for all of the following: 
 
1. The downstream system must adequately convey the design storm to the point of 

adequacy, using freeboard heights and headwater depths stipulated herein and 
in the referenced documents.  The design storm shall either be the 10-year, 25-
year, 50-year, or 100-year design storm, whichever corresponds to the each 
drainage area contributing to its respective project or site outfall, served by the 
downstream system or type of facility (Critical or non-critical, See Section 8.3.A 
Design Storms – Minimum Frequency Criteria). 
 

2. When flooding does not exist upstream or downstream of the proposed project, 
the post-developed HGL may increase provided it does not exceed the rim of 
structures or top of bank of open conveyance systems. When flooding exists 
upstream or downstream of the proposed project, the post-development design 
year HGL (10, 25, 50, or 100 per Section 8.3.A) shall not increase over the pre-
development design year HGL (10, 25, 50, or 100 per Section 8.3.A) in all 
receiving channels and water bodies, as determined using methods described in 
the VDOT DM and the VSMH. 
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3. All requirements of the Floodplain Ordinance, SWMO, VDOT DM, and applicable 

state and federal codes, laws, and regulations shall be met. 
 

If the upstream or downstream water surface elevation or HGL increases, where flooding 
already exists, by 0.01 feet or more, the design must be revised to eliminate that 
increase.  If either the review engineer or the design consultant suspect that the post-
development or pre-developed flows (rate or volume) exceed the capacity of the pre-
developed (existing) receiving channel, then downstream drainage easements and 
improvements will be required up to a point within a wide natural floodplain of a major 
water body (See Definitions) downstream. (Note:  This requirement is more stringent than 
the VSMP Regulation and was applicable prior to January 1, 2013.) 
 
If the development drains directly via overland runoff or a stormwater conveyance system 
into a major water body, the development may continue to discharge into the major water 
body, at its present undeveloped rate of runoff without having an easement of record. 
This is provided that there is neither an increase in stormwater discharge or volume nor 
any more than a one (1) minute change in the timing of the peak discharge. 
 
The need for drainage easements and the type of drainage easement required (private or 
public) will be evaluated on a case by case basis.  Whether the drainage easement is 
designated as private or public depends upon the source of the stormwater.  The 
developer must obtain a private drainage easement to drain any private stormwater 
through man-made portions (such as a canal, ditch, or pipe) of the downstream system 
that are not within public drainage easements or right-of-way. 
 
Public easements are required for public drainage.  When any stormwater from public 
land or right-of-ways discharges onto private property, a public drainage easement shall 
be dedicated to the City of Virginia Beach along the entire conveyance system 
downstream to the closest of the following: 
 
1. The point of adequacy,  

 
2. A major water body (See Definitions), 

 
3. A City of Virginia Beach right-of-way, or 

 
4. A City of Virginia Beach public drainage easement. 
 
See Chapter 2 Plats and Easements for detailed requirements 
 
The point of adequacy shall be as determined using these Design Standards.  If a or b, 
above, is on private property, then the public drainage easement shall continue 
downstream until it reaches a City of Virginia Beach right-of-way or public easement, or  
a major water body (See Definitions).  These requirements apply to all projects, even if 
the project stormwater outfall is held back to existing (pre-development) conditions, 
because emergency spillway flows and other system overflows are required to be 
conveyed through an easement or right-of-way. 
 
The designer must submit proof of the downstream channel adequacy to the City.  
Minimally, the designer shall submit a Stormwater Management Plan that is in 
conformance with the SWMO.  Information that is required to supplement the 
downstream adequacy analysis includes, but is not limited to: 
 
1. Topographical surveys that include contours and elevations, 
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2. Location and size of vegetation growth within the existing ditch including trees, 
 

3. Photographs, 
 

4. Channel calculations that include a reasonable channel lining coefficient, 
 

5. Drainage and erosion control calculations for the pre-development and post-
development 2-year 24-hour and 10-year 24-hour design flows, 
 

6. Pre-development and post-development drainage area maps, and 
  

7. A location map.   
 

Pre-developed vs. post-developed runoff comparisons shall be performed using 
the same method of analysis. 

 
If downstream improvements are proposed to provide conformance with the SWMO, then 
public drainage easements shall be provided for the downstream improvements to 
include the full extent of the improvements. 
 
The Designer is advised to meet with Planning/ Development Services Center Staff 
for complex private development projects or Public Works Stormwater Engineering 
Center for complex City projects to discuss the design approach. 
 

G. Evaluation of Existing (Pre-developed) Drainage Conditions 

The existing (pre-developed) drainage condition must be evaluated for all projects to 
provide a comparison against the proposed drainage condition.  The pre-developed 
drainage patterns, drainage systems, SWMFs/BMPs, groundwater hydrology (baseflow 
rate and seasonal high groundwater table), flood history and potential, and water quality 
must be evaluated on-site, adjacent to the project site, and upstream and downstream of 
the project site for the following reasons: 

 
1. To provide a detailed understanding of these features 
 
2. To coordinate proposed improvements with adjacent existing features 
 
3. To minimize the erosion and flood impact from the proposed drainage 

improvements 
 
4. To facilitate a detailed comparison between the pre-developed drainage 

condition and the proposed (post-developed) drainage condition 
 

The pre-developed drainage system evaluation shall include: 
 
1. Site visit/field review with photographic and written documentation 
 
2. Documentation recommended by these Design Standards and the documents 

referenced in Section 8.1 
 
3. Analysis to the same level of detail and extent as the proposed drainage system 

design, using the same methodologies as used for the proposed drainage 
system and as required by these Design Standards and the documents 
referenced in Section 8.1 
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H. Projects Adjacent to or Discharging onto Property in Other Cities 
 
When there is potential for stormwater runoff to discharge into adjacent Cities or onto 
property  in other Cities, the designer must consult with the agencies of that City and the 
property owner to determine any additional requirements. 

8.4  Stormwater Conveyance System Design Requirements 

This section provides design requirements that are applicable to all conveyance systems (storm 
sewers, culverts, channels, ditches, swales, etc.).  The VDOT DM is the primary reference for 
conveyance system design.  Because SWMF/BMP design requirements are predominantly 
dictated by the SWMO and BMP Clearinghouse, SWMF/BMP design requirements are presented 
in Section 8.5 SWMF/BMP Design Requirements, separate from stormwater conveyance system 
design requirements. 
 
The design of complex conveyance systems, such as bridges, restored streams, rivers, 
stormwater pumping stations, or drainage systems in coastal zones, requires additional analysis. 
The use of applicable design standards and specifications are recommended.  The Designer is 
advised to meet with Planning/ Development Services Center Staff for complex private 
development projects or Public Works Stormwater Engineering Center for complex City 
projects to discuss the design approach.  
 
A. Design Storms – Frequency for Stormwater Conveyance System 

Design 

All stormwater conveyance system designs shall incorporate all requirements stated in 
Section 8.3 Design Requirements Applicable to All System Components, as well as this 
section.  In addition to the minimum freeboard requirement of VDOT DM Chapter 7  
Ditches and Channels, stormwater conveyance system designers shall incorporate the 
headwater depth criteria of VDOT DM Chapter 8  Culverts.   
 

B. Design Storm Rainfall Distributions for Stormwater Conveyance 
Systems 

Except for the design of stormwater conveyance systems (storm sewers, culverts, 
channels, ditches, and swales) serving less than 20 acres, where use of the Rational 
Method is permissible, design storm rainfall distributions shall be based on the City-
modified NOAA Type “C” 24-hour, 25-year rainfall distribution (See Section 8.3.B Design 
Storm Depth-Duration and Rainfall Distribution Criteria). The shape of the NOAA Type-C 
25-year rainfall distribution curve is used to generate all other rainfall distribution curves.  
PC-SWMM® files that contain the rainfall distribution data are available from the Public 
Works Stormwater Engineering Center. 
 

C. Methodologies for Stormwater Conveyance System Design 

The design methodology selection process is as shown in Figure VIII-3. 
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Figure VIII-3  Design Methodology Selection for Stormwater Conveyance 
Systems

 
 

1. Drainage Area (Contributing to Each Site Outfall) < 20 acres  
 
The "Rational Method" or allowable methods stated in paragraph b), below, may 
be used to determine the peak stormwater runoff from each drainage area with 
less than 20 acres contributing to each project or site outfall.  Otherwise, EPA 
SWMM-based models shall be used for storm sewer system design. 

a. To obtain rainfall intensities for use with the Rational Method, designers 
shall refer to the latest rainfall duration-intensity-frequency information for 
the City of Virginia Beach provided in the VDOT DM, which is based on 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Atlas 14 
rainfall data.  Consistent with the discussion in Section 8.3.B Design 
Storm Depth-Duration and Rainfall Distribution Criteria, the designer 
shall utilize the Steel Formula coefficients found in Table J-1 in 
Appendix J to calculate rainfall intensity.  
 

b. See paragraph c) below for time of concentration calculation 
requirements. 

  
c. The runoff coefficients shown in Table J-2 in Appendix J shall be used 

to calculate site specific composite runoff coefficients for use with the 
rational equation. 

 
2. Drainage Area (Contributing to Each Site Outfall) ≥ 20 Acres  

 
a. For stormwater conveyance systems receiving ≥ 20 acres of drainage 

area to each project or site outfall, the City requires drainage system 
analyses, pre-developed and proposed (post-developed) discharge 
hydrographs, and designs using EPA SWMM. Alternatively, designers 
can use a computer program that includes an EPA SWMM engine with 
Dynamic Routing that can be automatically uploaded into EPA SWMM.  
 

b. The modeler shall use Green-Ampt infiltration method and parallel pipe/ 
overland flow dual links rather than flood storage nodes.  City 
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Stormwater Master Plan models currently under development use 
Green-Ampt Infiltration parameters. The Green-Ampt parameters shown 
in Table J-13 in Appendix J shall be used for the Green-Ampt infiltration 
method. 
 

c. When EPA SWMM-based models are used, runoff flows times are 
computed using the catchment runoff widths.  See paragraph c below for 
time of concentration and travel time calculation requirements for the 
Rational and NRCS (SCS) Win TR-55 methods. 

 
d. The design storm rainfall distributions are available from the Public 

Works Stormwater Engineering Center.  Excel® files of the rainfall 
distribution data are available from the Public Works Stormwater 
Engineering Center. 

 
e. The design storm rainfall distributions available from the Public Works 

Stormwater Engineering Center (based upon 120% of the City-modified 
NOAA Type “C” 24-hour, 25-year rainfall distribution) shall be used.  
Occasionally, longer analysis periods than 24 hours may need to be 
included in the project analysis and design to reduce model instability 
and provide more accurate modeling results.  If longer analysis time 
periods are not used by the designer, the City reviewer may require their 
inclusion. 

 
3. Time of Concentration for Rational and NRCS (SCS) Win TR-55 Methods 

a. For many hydrologic methods, accurate time of concentration 
calculations must be performed in order to properly “size” a drainage 
system.  The longest Time of Concentration (Tc) to each inlet shall be 
used for most catchments (See the Section 6.4.4.1.8 Common Errors of 
the VDOT DM for overland flow conditions that require adjustments to 
the Tc calculation). 
 

b. When using the Rational Method, the Kinematic Wave Formulation is an 
acceptable manual method for determining the flow time for the first 100 
feet of sheet flow (flow depths less than 0.1 feet).  Manning’s Roughness 
Coefficients for Kinematic Wave Formulation are shown on Table J-3 in 
Appendix J.  FHWA or NRCS overland flow charts, equations, or 
software should then be used to determine times for shallow 
concentrated flow (flow depths between 0.1 and 0.5 feet).  For flow 
depths deeper than 0.5 feet, channel or pipe flow times should be 
determined. 

 
c. When using the Rational Method, the total time of concentration (Tc) to 

an inlet or other point of analysis equals the sum of sheet flow time plus 
shallow concentrated flow time plus channel/pipe flow time.  For NRCS 
(SCS)  Win TR-55, Tc equals the sum of Travel Times (Tt) for sheet flow, 
shallow concentrated flow, and channel/pipe flow.  See Chapter 5 
Tabular Hydrograph Method of NRCS TR-55 for development of travel 
times for stream reach routing. 

 
4. Compliance with the SWMO is required no matter what design method is used 

for stormwater conveyance system design. 
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D. Additional Requirements for Stormwater Conveyance Systems 
This subsection provides additional requirements for specific components of stormwater 
conveyance systems, including storm sewer systems, storm drain inlets, channels, 
ditches, swales, canals, and lakes.  
 
1. Storm sewer systems receiving less than 20 acres of drainage to each site 

drainage outfall may be designed in accordance with Chapter 9 of the VDOT 
DM. See Section J.1 Storm Sewer System Design Outline in Appendix J for an 
overview of an approved method for sizing each storm sewer system receiving a 
drainage area less than 20 acres to the each project or site drainage outfall and 
for drainage inlets in the City of Virginia Beach.  Otherwise, EPA SWMM-based 
models may be used for storm sewer system design. 

2. Storm sewer systems receiving 20 acres or more of drainage (to each project or 
site drainage outfall) shall be designed in accordance with these Design 
Standards and the referenced documents. 

 
3. Manning’s “n” Roughness Coefficients for Storm Sewer Pipe and Culverts are 

provided in Table J-4 in Appendix J. 
 

4. Design Methods for Storm Drain Inlets 

Storm drain inlets on public highways and streets shall be designed in 
accordance with Chapter 9 of the VDOT DM, except rainfall intensity values shall 
be increased by 20%. 

 
5. Drainage Structure Standards and Dimensions 

 
a. Standard drawings for City of Virginia Beach drainage structures are 

shown in Appendix B. 
 

b. Dimensions for City of Virginia Beach and VDOT drainage structures are 
provided in Tables J-5, J-6, and J-7 in Appendix J. 

 
6. Design Methods for Channels and Culverts 

 
Channels and culverts shall be designed in accordance with Chapters 7 and 8, 
respectively, of the VDOT DM.  
 

7. Manning’s “n” Roughness Coefficients for Channels, Streams, and Floodplains 
are listed in Table J-8 in Appendix J.  The selection of Manning’s “n” is 
generally based on observation; however, considerable experience is essential in 
selecting appropriate n-values. 

 
8. Ditches greater than 18 inches in depth shall be piped within City of Virginia 

Beach right-of-ways, public easements, and City owned property, unless required 
to meet the SWMO.  However, the installation of underground storm sewer 
systems shall be the preferred method for closing ditches greater than 18 inches 
in depth on all projects.  Open drainage systems and channels are allowed 
where culvert requirements exceed a 72-inch diameter of reinforced concrete 
pipe (or equivalent), but must be approved by the plan review engineer. 

 
9. Swale systems may be utilized up to 18 inches in depth, as measured from the 

invert of the swale to the “top of (excavated) cut.”  Swale side slopes must be no 
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steeper than 3:1 H:V (horizontal to vertical); however, flatter slopes are 
encouraged.  The minimum longitudinal slope of swales shall be 0.5% or 0.005 
ft./ft.  Drainage swales shall not be constructed to flow across more than one lot, 
as it is difficult to prevent blockage by future, downstream, adjacent property 
owners.  Dry swales, designed and constructed in accordance with the Virginia 
Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse Design Specifications, are permitted on 
individual lots.  An individual lot is a lot that is not congregated with other lots. 

 
10. Storm drain piping conveying private drainage shall be on a single lot. 
 
11. Shorelines and side slopes for canals and for lakes and ponds with a normal pool 

surface area of one acre or more shall be at a minimum designed and 
constructed in accordance with the following standard drawings (See Appendix 
B): 

 
a. B-23 Rip Rap Shoreline Protection for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals without 

Benching 

b. B-24 Acceptable Slope Alternative for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals without 
Benching 

c. B-25 Rip Rap Shoreline Protection for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals with 
Benching  

For lakes and ponds with a normal pool surface area of less than one acre, the 
minimum required side slope is 4:1. 

12. Whenever the canal top-of-bank to top-of-bank width is 30 feet or greater, public 
maintenance easements (as per the above standard drawings) shall be provided 
on both sides of the canal beyond the top of bank.  All public maintenance 
easements shall be free and clear of trees and structures but shall be sloped to 
facilitate drainage.  Maintenance easement cross slopes shall not be more than 
6%.  The requirement for public maintenance easements along both sides of 
canals will not be waived, since crews cannot maintain wider canals from only 
one (1) side. 

 
13. The designer shall inspect and classify the soil on all bank slopes graded steeper 

than 7:1 H:V and recommend appropriate stabilization and wave protection 
measures.  In no case shall side slopes be steeper than 3:1 H:V. 

14. Bank slope protection for canals and for lakes and ponds with a normal pool 
surface area of one acre or more shall be installed adjacent to all water bodies 
with bank slopes steeper than 7:1 H:V in accordance with the standard drawings.  
Bank slopes that are steeper than 7:1 H:V require riprap or other appropriate 
long-term hardened revetment design for stabilization at the waterline, as shown 
on the standard drawings.  This minimizes escarpments and damage from wave 
action at the normal waterline. 

15. Channels, canals, and lakes shall only be excavated from previously undisturbed 
soil. Box cutting (vertical excavation) followed by establishment of conforming 
bank slopes by placement of fill material is strictly prohibited. 

16. Whenever open channel drainage systems or swales are installed, adequate 
bank stabilization and erosion control measures shall be carried out according to 
the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law and Regulations, the Virginia 
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Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, the City Code, Chapter 30, Article III 
"Erosion and Sediment Control,” and  Chapter 9 of these Design Standards. 

8.5 SWMF/BMP Design Requirements 

This section provides design requirements for SWMFs/BMPs within the City of Virginia Beach.  
The SWMO provides specific water quality and quantity design and compliance requirements and 
references the VSMH, Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse website, VSMP Regulation, and 
these Design Standards.   
 
Typical steps to provide compliance with the VSMP Regulation and SWMO while performing 
drainage design, including design of conveyance systems and SWMFs/BMPs, are shown in the 
next three figures (See Figures VIII-4 a, b, and c on the next few pages). 
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Figure VIII-4a  Typical Steps for VSMP/SWMO Compliance 

 
(Figure Continued on Next Page) 
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Figure VIII-4b  Typical Steps for VSMP/SWMO Compliance 

 
(Figure Continued on Next Page) 
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Figure VIII-4c  Typical Steps for VSMP/SWMO Compliance 

 
 

A. Design Storms – Frequency, Duration, and Rainfall Distributions for 
SWMF/BMP Design 

Section 1-15 of the SWMO specifies the minimum frequency and duration standards for 
stormwater management design. 
 
Additionally, all SWMFs/BMPs shall be designed to safely route the 10-year, 25-year, 50-
year, or 100-year design storm without facility failure in accordance with Sections 8.3.A 
Design Storms – Minimum Frequency Criteria and 8.3.D Hydraulic Grade Line and 
Tailwater Criteria.  SWMFs/BMPs shall not cause flooding of buildings or make streets 
impassable during the 100-year design storm (See Section 8.5.C Additional Design and 
Construction Criteria for SWMFs/BMPs).   
 
The lowest floor  (as defined in the current Floodplain Ordinance) of a newly constructed 
building or manufactured home shall be set the minimum distance above the base flood 
elevation established in the City’s Floodplain Ordinance or the same distance above the 
highest 100-year hydraulic grade line (HGL) elevation within the drainage sub catchment 
of the building (incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D.1 Tailwater 
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Criteria for Projects Draining to Tidally Influenced Waters or Section 8.3.D.2 Tailwater 
Criteria for Projects Draining to Impoundments, Lakes, SWMFs/BMPs (with no tidal 
influence), or Non-Tidal Waterways), whichever elevation is higher.  
 
The routing of the following design storms under pre- and post-development conditions 
through all drainage systems contributing to the project, within the project limits, and 
flowing from the project downstream to the point of adequacy shall be included with all 
stormwater management plan submittals made to the City: 
 
1. 1-year or 2-year design storm as per the SWMO, 

  
2. 10-year, 25-year, 50-year, or 100-year design storm, as per Section 8.3.A, and 

 
3. 100-year check storm, as per Section 8.5.C.3. 
 
For SWMF/BMP and conveyance system analysis and design, the design storm rainfall 
distributions (based upon 120% of the City-modified Type “C” 24-hour, 25-year rainfall 
distribution available from the Public Works Stormwater Engineering Center) shall be 
used for stormwater conveyance system and routing analysis and design.  The shape of 
the 25-year rainfall distribution curve is used to generate all other rainfall distribution 
curves.  PC-SWMM® files containing the approved rainfall distribution data are available 
from the Public Works Stormwater Engineering Center. 
 
Stormwater control structures must be able to operate without any adjustments after 
installation and shall be able to handle the designed stormwater flow for all required 
storm events.   
 
The licensed design professional and the firm for which the licensed design professional 
is performing the work are responsible for the design and for assuring that the design 
meets all applicable requirements and, for the required design storm/tide frequency pairs 
and the 100-year check storm, results in no flooding on-site  and  no increase in flooding 
upstream and downstream of the site. 

 
B. Methodologies for Design of SWMFs/BMPs 

The design methodology selection process for SWMFs/BMPs is as follows: 
 
 

1. When total land disturbance is less than 20,000 square feet or the proposed 
impervious area is at least 10% less than the existing impervious area:  Designer 
may use any computer design software that utilizes the 24-hour design storm 
hyetograph with increased precipitation and the static tailwater provided by the 
Development Services Center or the Public Works Stormwater Engineering 
Center.  Under these conditions, the requirement to evaluate flooding impacts, 
upstream and downstream of the proposed project, is waived. 
 

2. All other development projects not included in Paragraph 1 above shall use the 
following computer programs for hydrologic and hydraulic calculations pertaining 
to SWMFs/BMPs: 

 
a. EPA SWMM, or 

 
b. Value enhanced SWMM programs that can directly exchange input data 

with EPA SWMM. 
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These computer programs are preferred by the City for use in all hydrologic and 
hydraulic analyses, no matter what size the drainage area is. 

 
3. All SWMF/BMP designs shall conform to the SWMO, as amended by these 

Design Standards.   
 
4. In cases under Paragraph 1 above, the designer is responsible for determining 

appropriate software for each design and analysis and for demonstrating the 
applicability and appropriateness of the software for each design. 
 

5. The Designer is advised to meet with Planning/ Development Services 
Center Staff for complex private development projects or Public Works 
Stormwater Engineering Center for complex City projects to discuss the 
design approach. 

   
C. Additional Design and Construction Criteria for SWMFs/BMPs 

1. All residential subdivision retention and detention SWMF/BMP basins must be 
designed in such a way that the 100-year storm event rise does not exceed the 
base flood elevation shown for Zones AE, AH, AO, or AR on the FEMA FIRM 
maps. To be excluded from this requirement, the ground of the affected 
residential subdivision must be set a minimum of one (1) foot above the FEMA 
FIRM base flood elevation.  (Note:  This requirement is more stringent than the 
Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse Design Specifications and was 
applicable prior to January 1, 2013.)   

2. Tailwater conditions must always be considered when analyzing the hydraulic 
performance of an outlet device.  Many factors, such as annual high tides, 
seasonal high groundwater, and flood elevations, will affect tailwater elevations.  
(Note:  This requirement is more stringent than the Virginia Stormwater BMP 
Clearinghouse Design Specifications and was applicable prior to January 1, 
2013.)  A backwater check shall be calculated to determine the correct orifice 
and outlet sizes.  See Section 8.3.D Hydraulic Grade Line and Tailwater Criteria 
for additional guidance.  

3. All drainage system designs including SWMFs/BMPs and conveyance systems 
shall be checked using 100-year design storm hydraulic grade line analyses for 
flooding of buildings and streets within the project limits, upstream or up-pipe to 
the upper limits of each drainage area that drains to the project, and downstream 
or down-pipe of the project limits to the downstream point of adequacy, 
incorporating the tailwater criteria stated in Section 8.3.D.  If building flooding 
occurs or streets are not passable (100-year HGL elevation is above crown of 
roadway or top of curb), then the project (including grading, street profiles, 
conveyance systems, and SWMFs/BMPs) shall be redesigned to meet this 
requirement.  Additionally, the Floodplain Ordinance applies. 

4. See Section 8.3.F Upstream and Downstream Drainage for upstream and 
downstream drainage adequacy requirements. 
 

5. As a check, extend the FEMA FIRM Zone AE, AH, AO, or AR 100-year base 
flood elevation horizontally into the streets that are within the project limits and 
check proposed road grades.   If  building flooding occurs or streets are not 
passable (flood elevation is above crown of roadway or top of curb) during the 
FEMA FIRM Zone AE, AH, AO, or AR 100-year base flood, then the project 
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(including grading, street profiles, conveyance systems, and SWMFs/BMPs) shall 
be redesigned to meet this requirement.  Additionally, the Floodplain Ordinance 
applies. 

6. The lowest floor  (as defined in the current Floodplain Ordinance) of a newly 
constructed building or manufactured home shall be set at the minimum distance 
above the base flood elevation established in the City’s Floodplain Ordinance or 
the same distance above the highest 100-year design storm HGL elevation within 
the drainage sub-catchment of the building (incorporating the tailwater criteria 
stated in Section 8.3.D.1 Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to Tidally 
Influenced Waters or Section 8.3.D.2 Tailwater Criteria for Projects Draining to 
Impoundments, Lakes, SWMFs/BMPs (with no tidal influence), or Non-Tidal 
Waterways), whichever elevation is higher. 

7. Stormwater detention and retention facilities must be designed to return to a 
water surface elevation that will provide 90% of the design event storage 
capacity within 48 hours of the end of the City’s 24 hour 10-year storm.  This 
requirement is in addition to the drawdown requirements of the Virginia 
Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse. 
 

8. The elevation of the normal dry weather water level will not be less than the 10-
year design tidal elevation (See Table J-12 Design Tidal Elevations for Virginia 
Beach) of the downstream major water body.  (Note:  This requirement is more 
stringent than the Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse Design Specifications 
and was applicable prior to January 1, 2013.)   This dry weather water level 
minimizes the destruction of vegetation due to saltwater inundation and will help 
mitigate the high flood stage or tide impact on the available storage within the 
SWMF/BMP.   

9. The baseflow of the nearest major water body shall be considered in establishing 
the normal dry weather elevation of a SWMF/BMP.  The depth of baseflow shall 
be added to the controlling outfall invert elevation to derive the normal dry 
weather water surface of the SWMF/BMP (See Section 8.3.E Compensation for 
Seasonal High Groundwater for baseflow addition requirements).  Infiltration shall 
not be considered in the calculation. 

10. For SWMF/BMP design, the seasonal high groundwater (SHGW) level shall be 
determined and certified by a Virginia licensed professional engineer, 
hydrogeologist, or soil scientist with training and experience in advanced soil 
morphology.  The certification of the SHGW level shall be included with the 
drainage calculations. The professional’s certificate for training in “Advanced 
Hydric Soils for Soil Scientists” shall be included with the SHGW certification. 
The locations of any groundwater monitoring wells, infiltration tests, and soil 
borings shall be shown and labeled on the plans.  During the infiltration and 
percolation testing, the underlying soils shall soak for 24 hours before 
determining the infiltration or percolation rate, in accordance with regulatory 
(Virginia DEQ, NRCS, or U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) practices. 

11. The designer shall consider the effects of groundwater in all open conveyance 
system and SWMF/BMP analyses and designs.  Seasonal high groundwater 
baseflows and levels shall be compensated for in the design of all open 
conveyances and all SWMFs/BMPs (above and below ground).  Groundwater 
flow (baseflow) into each open conveyance link or reach shall be determined 
using the procedures described in Section 8.3.E Compensation for Seasonal 
High Groundwater.  The seasonal high baseflow shall be added to the most 
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upstream node, waterway, or water body in each drainage area within the 
development or project. 

 
12. See the Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse Design Specifications for 

minimum vertical separation distances between SWMFs/BMPs and the seasonal 
high groundwater table and for additional SWMF/BMP design requirements. 

 
13. The Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse freeboard requirements for 

extended detention basins shall also apply to dry detention ponds. 

14. Positive drainage shall be provided for all SWMF/BMP discharges.  Except 
where there are downstream flow constraints and the proposed (post-
development) discharge must be reduced to the capacity of the downstream 
channel, discharge from a properly designed system shall not exceed the pre-
development rate for all storm frequencies up to and including the required 
design storms.  The downstream system from a SWMF/BMP must always be 
considered in the design process. (Note:  This requirement is more stringent than 
the VSMP Regulation and was applicable prior to January 1, 2013.)   

15. Outlet control structures shall be designed to discourage clogging.  Washed 
gravel can be piled around small diameter perforated pipes or orifices to 
discourage clogging due to sediments in the stormwater.  The minimum on-site 
storm sewer pipe diameter used to restrict stormwater runoff flows shall be six (6) 
inches.  See Appendix B Principal Spillways of the Virginia Stormwater BMP 
Clearinghouse Design Specifications for outlet control structure design guidance. 

16. SWMFs/BMPs shall only be excavated from previously undisturbed soil.  Box 
cutting (vertical excavation) followed by establishment of conforming bank slopes 
by placement of fill material is not allowed. 

17. All wet SWMF/BMP retention basins shall conform to the following Standard 
Drawings: 

a. B-23 Rip Rap Shoreline Protection for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals without 
Benching 

b. B-24 Acceptable Slope Alternative for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals Without 
Benching 

c. B-25 Rip Rap Shoreline Protection for Lakes, Ponds, and Canals with 
Benching 

Bank slopes steeper than 7:1 H:V shall have riprap or other appropriate long-
term hardened revetment design for stabilization at the waterline to prevent 
erosion from wave action.  (Note:  The requirement for riprap stabilization at the 
waterline is more stringent than the Virginia Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse 
Design Specifications and was applicable prior to January 1, 2013).  In no case 
shall side slopes be steeper than 3:1 H:V. 

 
18. Liners shall only be used in proposed wet ponds when a stormwater hot spot 

discharges into the pond. 

19. Infiltration basins, infiltration trenches, dry wells, permeable pavement, and 
vegetative swales with check dams in public right-of-ways are discouraged.  
However, if these SWMFs/BMPs are used in the right-of-way, after receiving 
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Planning/ DSC and Public Works approval, then the outlet pipes and outfall 
channels shall be designed to the point of adequacy for at least a 10-year design 
discharge.  The designer shall assume the ground surface is fully saturated. 

20. All underground SWMFs/BMPs must be marked with a 5" x 5" x ¼" or larger steel 
plate at each corner or marked with white metallic marking tape, three (3) inches 
wide, placed on top of the SWMF/BMP, not to exceed one (1) foot below the 
ground surface level.  In certain cases, at the option of the City Inspector, it may 
be appropriate to use both. 

21. Control structures shall be person-accessible and shall be of sufficient size to 
accommodate a 12-inch diameter vacuum hose. 

 
22. Plastic (HDPE, PE, etc.) and corrugated (aluminum or steel) metal manufactured 

treatment devices (MTDs) are not allowed with City right-of-way. 

23. Privately owned SWMFs/BMPs (Ponds, infiltration facilities, bioretention facilities, 
dry swales, filtering practices, rainwater harvesting systems, etc.) shall only be 
placed on a single lot, not crossing any lot lines and not within the public right-of-
way, and shall not be placed behind residential structures in rear yards.   

D. Additional Safety Considerations for SWMFs/BMPs 

Even the most carefully designed outlet systems are susceptible to clogging.  Outlet 
structures shall be equipped with an emergency overflow design or an emergency 
overland flow path to an adequate receiving channel or water body, thereby preventing 
buildings and parking lots from flooding. 
 

E. Maintenance Requirements 

Where public stormwater is routed through an SWMF/BMP, a drainage and impoundment 
easement must be recorded over the entire SWMF/BMP.  These easements must be 
dedicated to the City of Virginia Beach when such facilities are not within a public right-of-
way.  
 
SWMFs/BMPs require regular maintenance.  Accessible 20-foot wide public access 
easements from public streets to SWMFs/BMPs and around SWMFs/BMPs shall be set 
aside so maintenance equipment can access all SWMFs/BMPs.  These easements shall 
be dedicated to the City.  SWMFs/BMPs may need public easements for staging of 
maintenance equipment, drying of dredge spoils, or stockpiling of excavated material.  
Additionally, 20-foot wide public lake access easements (one (1) for every five (5) acres 
of lake) shall be dedicated to the City.  SWMFs/BMPs greater than ¼ acre shall provide 
adequate space near them for spoil or stockpile facilities (needed for maintenance) or 
provide a public easement on a park site with a minimum of two public access pumping 
easements along the appropriate lot lines.  The pump-hose easements must have a 
minimum width of 10 feet. (Note: These requirements are more stringent than the Virginia 
Stormwater BMP Clearinghouse Design Specifications and were applicable prior to 
January 1, 2013.)  See Sections 2.4 Drainage and Maintenance Easements and 
Section 8.4.D Additional Requirements for Stormwater Conveyance Systems for 
additional easement requirements.   
 
City site development projects (fire stations, libraries, police stations, recreation centers, 
schools, etc.) with ponds on City property that are not within City right-of-way must 
provide all required City of Virginia Beach drainage impoundment easements on the site 
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drawings and any recorded subdivision plats.  These easements shall be labeled as 
proposed drainage easements on the drawings and subdivision plats.  A note shall be 
provided on the subdivision plat stating: “All easements shall be established by a 
legal document prior to transferring the property to private ownership.” 
 
Within each public access and maintenance easement, a paved driveway shall be 
installed from the street to the 20-foot wide maintenance easement that encircles the 
impoundment easement of each SWMF/BMP site.  The paved driveway access shall be 
constructed with either asphalt or concrete, designed to support an AASHTO HS-20 live 
load, have a minimum width of 15 feet, and have a City of Virginia Beach standard 
residential entrance with a width to match the paved driveway and contain two 2-foot 
wide flares located at the roadway.  Each of the paved driveways shall be maintained by 
the City as necessary. These access easements shall be dedicated to the City of Virginia 
Beach by deed in order to allow the City staff to inspect all SWMF/BMP sites.  The 
designer shall consult with the Planning/ DSC stormwater engineer about design ideas 
and needs for each access.  The Planning/ DSC stormwater engineer may also 
coordinate with the Department of Public Works Operations Division concerning any 
specific site access needs and/or restrictions for each SWMF/BMP.  Access to each 
SWMF/BMP shall be available at all times and property owners found impeding this 
paved driveway shall be given 24 hours’ notice to remove the impediment or the City will 
remove the obstruction at the property owner’s expense.  No permanent structures or 
obstructions are permitted in the easement and the driveway surface shall not be altered 
by private entities and/or property owners without prior approval from the City of Virginia 
Beach. 

Outlet devices and other structures must be constructed of reinforced concrete.  Bolting 
appurtenances in place discourages vandalism.  All components of outlet devices and 
other structures shall be accessible for maintenance.   
 
The owner shall execute a “SWMF Maintenance Agreement” for storm and surface water 
facility and system maintenance for all SWMFs/BMPs, with the exception of single family 
site developments.  The preliminary and final plats and completed SWMF Maintenance 
Agreement must be submitted to Planning/ DSC for review and recordation in the office 
of the Clerk, Circuit Court in the City of Virginia Beach.  The latest agreement form and 
plat requirements are available from Planning/DSC. 

 
F. Impoundment Easements 

A City drainage and impoundment easement must be recorded, by plat, over the entire 
lake, pond, drainage system, retention basin, detention basin, or other SWMF/BMP 
where public water is routed, when such facilities are not within a public right-of-way.  
The following notes must be shown on the plat where City or public waters or stormwater 
runoff flows through or into such a facility. 
 

Note 1.  “The variable width Impoundment, Drainage, Access, and 
Maintenance Easement shall be available for all of the following, but not 
limited to, conveyance, collection, storage, drainage, impoundment, 
treatment, and other related uses of surface water and/or groundwater and 
maintenance of and access to and over the stormwater management 
facility.  No alterations whatsoever of the stormwater management facility 
and its bank side slopes within the limits of the impoundment, drainage, 
access, and maintenance easement is permitted without the approval of the 
Department of Public Works.  City maintenance shall be limited to that as 
described in the recorded Deed of Easement, see Note 2.” 
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Note 2.  “Variable width impoundment, drainage, access, and maintenance 
easement to be dedicated to the City of Virginia Beach by deed recorded 
Instrument Number __________ in the Office of the Clerk of Circuit Court in 
the City of Virginia Beach.” 
 
Note 3.  “Twenty-foot (20’) wide access and maintenance easement to be 
dedicated to the City of Virginia Beach by deed recorded as Instrument 
Number ________ in the Office of the Clerk of Circuit Court in the City of 
Virginia Beach.” 
 
Note 4, if storm water pipes are located in the access way and for use in 
dedicating public drainage easements:  “_____-foot (__’) wide drainage, 
access, and maintenance easement hereby dedicated to the City of Virginia 
Beach.”  
 

All required drainage and impoundment easements shall be platted and dedicated to the 
City of Virginia Beach.  In no case shall a subdivision lot be allowed to be platted over a 
SWMF/BMP. 

 
G. Stormwater Management Facility (SWMF/BMP) Maintenance 

Schedule 

SWMF/BMP maintenance and maintenance schedules shall be in accordance with the 
Virginia Beach Stormwater Management Facility Inspection and Maintenance Manual. 

8.6 Materials 

All storm sewer systems, culverts and open drainage systems/ways shall be constructed in 
accordance with the applicable provisions of Divisions II through VI of the VDOT Road and Bridge 
Specifications, the VDOT Road and Bridge Standards, City of Virginia Beach Standard 
Amendments to the VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications, City of Virginia Beach Amendments 
to the VDOT Road and Bridge Standards, and these Design Standards, including the Standard 
Drawings in Appendices A, B, and C. 

 
A. Drainage Structures    

1. VDOT Drainage Structures 
 

VDOT storm drainage inlets and curbs and gutters (CG-6 or CG-7) shall be used 
in all right-of-ways greater than 60 feet, unless otherwise directed or approved by 
the Department of Public Works.  All other drainage structures, including catch 
basins, storm inlets, junction boxes, and manholes, shall be standard precast or 
cast-in-place concrete structures, unless otherwise approved by the Department 
of Public Works.  Use of brick or non-standard drainage structures requires 
Department of Public Works approval.  Hollow masonry block structures are not 
permitted within the City right-of-ways, public easements, or City property. 
  

2. Inlet Shaping 
 

All storm structures (drop inlets, catch basins, and manholes, etc.) shall have full 
diameter invert shaping in accordance with VDOT Standard IS-1. 

3. Weep Holes 
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All storm drainage inlet structures in the right-of-way shall have a note or detail 
indicating that the drainage structures have permanent weep holes installed at 
the aggregate/subgrade interface.  These weep holes will remain open after 
completion of the construction by using hardware cloth (or an acceptable 
alternative as approved by the City’s Inspector) to prevent gravel intrusion into 
the drainage structure.  Weep holes shall be constructed in accordance with City 
Standard Drawings as specified in Appendix B or in accordance with the VDOT 
Road and Bridge Standards. 
 

4. Pipe Connections to Drainage Structures 

When storm sewer pipes are within City right-of-way or public easements, all 
connections shall be with a standard drainage structure, as referenced herein.  
Appropriate flexible, sealed connections in accordance with manufacturers’ 
recommendations shall be used when pipes and structures of dissimilar materials 
are joined. 

 
5. Requirements for Modified or Non-Standard Drainage Structures 

 
Detailed drawings and supporting structural design computations must be 
included in the design documents when storm drainage structures are designed 
using other than City of Virginia Beach or VDOT standards or when standard 
drawings are modified.  The drawings and structural design computations shall 
be prepared, signed, dated, and sealed by a structural engineer licensed by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Board of APELSCIDLA. 
 

6. Minimum Interior Dimensions 
 
Where the depth of the modified or special design drainage structure is less than 
four (4) feet, the length and width shall each be a minimum of three (3) feet or the 
outside diameter of the largest connecting pipe, whichever is greater, along each 
wall pair.  Where the depth of the modified or special design drainage structure is 
equal to or greater than four (4) feet, the length and width shall each be a 
minimum of four (4) feet or the outside diameter of the largest connecting pipe, 
whichever is greater, along each wall pair.  See Tables J-5, J-6, and J-7 in 
Appendix J for suggested minimum drainage structure dimensions. 

 
B. Pipes 

1. Minimum Allowable Pipe Diameter for Pipes within City Right-of-ways or Public 
Easements 
 
The minimum storm sewer pipe diameter that is permitted in the City right-of-way 
or public drainage easement shall be 15 inches.  When conditions adjacent to a 
paved street or parking lot dictate, such as at the shallow end of the system or 
where conflicts exist, a 12-inch, 10-inch or 8-inch pipe with a reach length not to 
exceed 50 feet may be used as an exception. This is intended for situations 
involving connections or extensions to existing systems with established 
geometric constraints. This exception to the minimum pipe size criteria shall not 
be considered for new storm sewer systems.  

 
2. Allowable Pipes 

 
a. All pipes in public easements, City right-of-ways, and City owned 

property shall be reinforced concrete pipe, conforming to the 
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specifications for concrete storm sewer pipe (AASHTO designation M-
170) with the modification that all reinforced concrete pipes shall be 
manufactured with concrete having a minimum compressive strength of 
4,000-psi.  All pipe joints shall be sealed in accordance with the VDOT 
Road and Bridge Specifications. 

 
b. Pipes from the following list may be used in installations that are not 

subject to paragraph 1, above: 
 
a) Concrete, Class III, IV, or V (only Class V reinforced concrete 

pipe shall be used under railroad tracks). 
 

b) Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ribbed or corrugated storm sewer pipe 
(smooth interior). 

 
c) Polyethylene (PE) double-wall pipe (smooth interior). 

 
d) Ductile Iron.  
 

c. Corrugated aluminum alloy pipe and pipe arches; aluminum-coated, 
asphalt-coated, galvanized, polymer-coated, and plain corrugated steel 
pipe and pipe arches; and coated, galvanized, and plain aluminum alloy 
and steel structural plate pipe, pipe arches, and bottomless arches are 
not allowed within public easements, right-of-ways, and City owned 
property. 

 
3. Allowable Culvert Types 

 
In addition to any of the types of pipes listed in Section 8.6.B.2, above, VDOT 
standard reinforced concrete box culverts may be used when conveyances cross 
fields, roadways or parking lots. 
 

4. Minimum Pipe Slope 
 
The minimum and maximum pipe slopes required by the VDOT DM shall be 
used.   
 

5. Pipe Joints 
 

All pipe joints within City right-of-ways, public easements, or City property, shall 
be sealed in accordance with the VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications.  Non-
gasket joints shall be sealed using a VDOT approved method and wrapped with 
approved filter fabric.  For 12-inch to 36-inch storm pipes, a minimum 24-inch 
wide filter fabric shall be used; for 48-inch and larger pipes, a minimum 36-inch 
wide filter fabric shall be used. Each joint shall be completely wrapped with 
approved filter fabric cut to the required width and secured in place with the ends 
overlapping at least two (2) feet prior to backfilling. 
 
a. Tie-in locations between pipes and drainage structures shall be grouted 

and sealed with a material that conforms to the VDOT Road and Bridge 
Specifications and covered with a three (3) foot wide filter fabric which is 
secured in place as stated above.  No lift holes allowed.  
 

b. Proposals for alternate joint systems that provide soil-tight joints must be 
submitted to the Department of Public Works for approval of work within 
the City right-of-way, public easements or City property.  For 
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development plans on private property, proposals must be sent to 
Planning/ DSC for approval. 

 
c. Where significant groundwater flow is anticipated, avoid placing coarse, 

open-graded materials, such as Virginia Class A1 riprap, above, below, 
or adjacent to finer materials, unless methods are employed to impede 
migration (fines may migrate into the coarser materials due to the action 
of hydraulic gradient from groundwater flow).  A filter fabric shall be used 
to separate the materials to prevent migration. 

 
6. Marking Non-Concrete and Non-Metal Pipe 

 
 All pipes not made of concrete or metal shall have three (3) inch white metallic 

marking tape placed above the pipe at an elevation no less than one (1) foot 
below the ground surface. 

 
7. Backfilling of Pipes and Culverts 

 
All pipes and culverts installed in the City right-of-way, public easements, or City-
owned property that are subject to traffic loadings shall be:  
 
a. Backfilled with Select Borrow for Trench Backfill, Minimum CBR-15 (in 

accordance with the City of Virginia Beach Amendments to the VDOT 
Road and Bridge Specifications) or granular material (as defined by 
AASHTO M 145 “Classification of Soils and Soil-Aggregate Mixtures for 
Highway Construction Purposes”), 
 

b. Placed in six (6) inch lifts, and 
 

c. Compacted to 95 percent of standard density based on AASHTO 
Specifications T-99 (ASTM D698). 

 
8. Pipe Cover 

 
a. Concrete Pipe – To protect pipe during construction, minimum height of 

cover prior to allowing any traffic to cross the installed pipe, shall be the 
diameter or span (for elliptical pipe) divided by 2 or three (3) feet, 
whichever is greater.  Minimum finished height of cover is to be the 
diameter or span (for elliptical pipe) divided by 2 or two (2) feet, 
whichever is greater, in accordance with the VDOT Road and Bridge 
Standards. 

b. Plastic Pipe – Plastic pipe and fittings shall be installed in accordance 
with VDOT Road and Bridge Standards, PB-1:  “Plastic Pipe Culvert 
Bedding” and ASTM D2321 “Standard Practice for Underground 
Installation of Thermoplastic Pipe for Sewers and Other Gravity-Flow 
Applications.”  Furthermore, underground installation of plastic pipe for 
sewers and other gravity flow applications shall be made with 
embedment materials conforming to VDOT Road and Bridge 
Specifications, AASHTO M 145 “Classification of Soils and Soil-
Aggregate Mixtures for Highway Construction Purposes” or ASTM 
D2487 “Standard Practice for Classification of Soils for Engineering 
Purposes (Unified Soil Classification System).”  Embedment materials 
shall be chosen from the following: 
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(1) VDOT Class I Backfill (Crusher Run Aggregate, Size No. 25 or 
26 or Aggregate Base Material, Size No. 21A only), 
 

(2) AASHTO M 145 group A-1, or 
 

(3) ASTM D2487classification GW. 
 

c. Ductile iron pipe, Thickness Class 52, or Class V concrete pipe shall be 
required if less than two (2) feet of final cover exists. 
 

9. Flowable Backfill 
 

Flowable fill may be used on a case-by-case basis, after receiving approval from 
the Department of Public Works. 

 
C. Culvert and Pipe Durability 

1. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe (Smooth Interior) 
 

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pipe and fittings shall be manufactured and tested in 
accordance with AASHTO M304 with a minimum pipe stiffness of 46 psi at five 
(5) percent deflection when tested in accordance with ASTM D2412.  PVC pipe 
shall be certified by the compounder as meeting the requirements of ASTM 
D1784, cell class 12454B.  PVC pipe shall be joined with two gaskets and/or a 
water tight sleeve in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations for 
their system to result in soil tight performance (no soil infiltration into pipe) as 
defined in AASHTO M294-94.  Otherwise, all joints and other infiltration points 
must be wrapped in accordance with Section 8.6.B.5, above. 

 
2. Polyethylene (PE) Double Wall Pipe (Smooth Interior) 

 
Corrugated Polyethylene (PE) pipe, AASHTO M294, shall be produced and 
certified by the resin producer’s professional engineer as meeting the 
requirements of ASTM D3350.  Cell class 335420C PE pipe shall be joined with 
two gaskets and/or a watertight sleeve as recommended by the licensed design 
professional and by the pipe manufacturer for their system to result in soil-tight 
performance (no soil infiltration into the pipe) as defined in AASHTO M294.  
Otherwise, all pipe joints and all other points of potential soil infiltration shall be 
wrapped with geotextile fabric in accordance with Section 8.6.B.5, above. 

 
D. Standard Inspections 

The developer, contractor or permittee shall, at their expense, inspect all constructed 
storm sewer pipes and culverts with a cumulative total more than 200 linear feet of storm 
sewer pipe and/or culverts located within City rights-of-way and public easements 
utilizing a closed circuit television (CCTV) camera. Inspection shall include, but not be 
limited to, initial cleaning, dewatering and CCTV inspection. All data gathered to describe 
the conditions within the pipe system shall be collected and coded accurately and 
consistently utilizing standards established in Nassco’s Pipeline Assessment Certification 
Program (PACP).  For subdivision projects, the CCTV inspection shall be completed, 
submitted, reviewed, and approved by the Department of Planning prior to approval of 
the Certificate of Completion or start of defect period.  For site plan projects, the CCTV 
inspection shall be completed, submitted, reviewed, and approved prior to surety 
reduction or start of defect period. Any substandard construction work, defects or 
damage shall be corrected by the developer, contractor or permittee at their expense to 
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the satisfaction of the City. The corrective action must take place under the observation 
of Department of Planning/Civil Inspections or by providing an updated CCTV inspection 
to be reviewed and approved prior to approval of Certificate of Completion, start of 
defect, or surety reduction, whichever is applicable. Prior to the release of a Subdivision 
and/or Right of Way defect surety, a final visual inspection will be performed by Civil 
Inspections. If any deficiencies are noted, an additional CCTV inspection of the defective 
section may be required at the Civil Inspectors discretion.  

 
8.7    Stormwater Utility-Fee Adjustment Program 

All developed sites discharging stormwater runoff into the City storm sewer system or into bodies 
of water within the City, either directly or indirectly, will be charged a fee in accordance with 
Chapter 32.5 of the Code of Virginia Beach as it pertains to the Stormwater Management Utility. 
Any existing developed site may request a fee adjustment by submitting a Stormwater Utility 
Adjustment Application provided in Appendix K. 
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